The Fourier Transform is one of the basic concepts in the mathematical analysis of partial di erential equations in Physics. As is well-known, one of its most curious properties is the fact that it converts derivatives into multiplications. This makes it a very useful tool, as it transforms di erential equations into algebraic ones. Naturally, it also has its limits. Particularly, it is not evident that it can be applied to di erential equations with variable coe cients, that is, in the treatment of heterogeneous media.
Introduction
Our starting point is the spectral analysis of the operator (; ) in R N which, as usual, is considered as an unbounded operator acting in L 2 (R N ) and domain D(; ) = H 2 (R N ). It is well-known that the spectrum of this operator consists of the non-negative real axis and that the plane waves e i y with j j 2 = can be considered as \generalized eigenfunctions" with \eigenvalue" 0. These functions are not elements of L 2 (R N ) but they span all of L 2 (R N ), since they provide the spectral resolution of the identity in the sense of Fourier inversion:
f(y) = 1 (here,f denotes the classical Fourier-Plancherel transform of f). Indeed, by means of planes waves and Fourier analysis one can derive the full spectral resolution of (; ) (see e.g. 12], pp. 60-61).
In this example, the medium does not vary at all since it is represented by a di erential operator with constant coe cients. In contrast with this case, we are going to analyze media which oscillate rapidly, i.e., the case where the coe cients representing the medium have a small period. More precisely, let us consider the operator A = ; @ @y k a k`( y) @ @y`
where the coe cients a k`a re assumed to satisfy 9 > 0 such that a k`( y) k ` j j 2 (ellipticity), a k`= a`k 8k l = 1 : : : N (symmetry).
(As usual, summation with respect to the repeated indices is understood throughout this paper, and the constants appearing in various estimates independent o f " are generically denoted by c).
The functions that will now play the role of generalized eigenfunctions are known as (classical) Bloch waves. These waves were originally introduced in Solid State Physics in the context of propagation of electrons in a crystal, see 9] . Several questions and properties of periodic media can be translated in terms of Bloch w aves. The rst mathematical result in this topic is due to I.M. Gelfand 19] . In his paper, a proof is outlined of the so- is known as the rst Brillouin zone). Solutions of (3) are usually called Bloch w aves or Bloch eigenvectors they can be motivated in a couple of ways, see 12] o r 1 4 ] . As already mentioned, if the medium were homogeneous, then it is classical to use plane waves e i y to solve the problem. Bloch waves are natural generalizations of plane waves to treat periodic media.
Periodic media in one dimension were studied by Floquet 18] prior to Bloch. Following his ansatz, we look for solutions of (3) which are products of Y -periodic functions with solutions in the homogenized media, i.e., plane waves:
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This transformation maps (3) into a new problem where the parameter appears in the operator rather than in the boundary condition: Find = ( ) 2 R and = (y ) (not identically zero) such that
Here the operator A( ) is de ned by
and it is referred to in the literature as the shifted operator.
It is well-known that, due to ellipticity and symmetry hypothesis, the above problem (5) admits a sequence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors (which are also referred to as Bloch eigenvalues and Bloch eigenvectors or Bloch w aves, respectively) with the following properties: 
From the theory of homogenization, it is known that there is a corresponding homogenized operator A given by
The homogenized coe cients q k`a re constants and their de nition can be found, e.g., in 8] p. 17 we will recall it later (see (19) ). It is known that (q k`) is a symmetric, positive de nite matrix: q k` k ` j j 2 8 2 R N , where > 0 is the same constant appearing in (2).
Our main result regarding this subject is: In particular, u satis es the homogenized e quation, namely
In the above theorem, we h a ve assumed the weak convergence of u " . This is because a H 1 bound on u " is not guaranteed. However, if is a bounded domain and u " satis es certain boundary conditions (e.g. Dirichlet) on the boundary @ in addition to the equation A " u " = f in such a priori estimate on u " will be a consequence of ellipticity a n d P oincar e inequality. In case is unbounded, say = R N , then we do not have a n e s t i m a t e o n u " in H 1 (R N ). However, if we consider A " + I instead of A " , then the bound in H 1 (R N ) i s automatic. In these cases, we w ould be able to deduce the usual homogenization results. For the sake of completeness, we announce them separately. L. Tartar proved these results using his method of homogenization and a proof is available in 8], see also 32]. His proof handles even non-symmetric coe cients (a k`) . We are going to re-prove Theorem 1.2 using the so-called Bloch-wave method. E v en though we treat here only the case of symmetric coe cients, our method has recently been enlarged to cover the case of non-symmetric coe cients. We t h us recover fully Tartar's theorem (see 37] ). Since this is a spectral method, we are naturally led to suppose the symmetry of the coe cients (a k`) . The method, a version of which appeared in 34], works in the following way: the original problem is rst transformed into a set of algebraic equations in the Bloch space. Next, it is shown that all Bloch harmonics corresponding to m 2 can be neglected in the homogenization process. This explains why oscillations present in the solution are not well approximated by the homogenized one. Finally, w e pass to the limit as " tends to zero in the rst harmonic and establish that the Bloch w aves representing the periodic medium approach Fourier waves representing the homogenized medium. The latter step is quite straightforward if we w ork in the entire space (in the case of an arbitrary domain, localization is involved and this complicates the analysis a little bit), but it demands certain regularity of the dominant Bloch eigenvalue near the origin. This is a technical result which i s p r o ven in 14], x2. After passage to the limit, the limiting equation is easily interpreted as a result of homogenization in the Fourier space. To conclude this paragraph regarding Fourier analytic approaches to classical homogenization problems, let us mention the work by R. Morgan and I. Babu ska 24].
Spectral asymptotic analysis
In our second application, we show h o w the Bloch w ave method can be used to study the asymptotic behaviour of the spectrum of some periodic structures. To simplify the exposition, we p r e s e n t this method in the context of the wave equation in a bounded periodic heterogeneous medium. We study the asymptotic behaviour of its spectrum as the structure period goes to zero. As is easily inferred, the physical motivation of such a study is to better understand wave propagation in periodic media, and it is well-known that this problem often relies on the analysis of the vibrations modes of the medium. The wave equation is just a model, in truth, our original motivation comes from more complicated models describing the vibrations of uid-solid structures. These more physical models were proposed by J. Planchard To review part of these works, let us consider an arbitrary bounded domain in R N and, for each " > 0, let A " be the operator de ned by (8) . Associated with A " we consider the following spectral problem for the wave equation in : Find all couples ( " v " ) 2 R H 1 0 ( ), . The only consequence of this change of convention is that the eigen-variable " in (10) corresponds in these references to 1 " , but of course, results in both cases are equivalent, qualitatively.
With that in mind, let us denote by " the set of eigenvalues of (10). As is well-known, " is made of a countable sequence of eigenvalues which c o n verge to +1 and each of them is of nite multiplicity, i . e . , " = (2)) and that therefore has a compact inverse in L 2 ( ) (see e.g. 8]). Its spectrum, denoted , is also made of a countable sequence of eigenvalues of nite multiplicity.
Although it seems comprehensive, this convergence result does not completely describe the asymptotic behaviour of all the sequences of eigenvalues " that converge to +1. I n particular, letting " ! 0 a n d m ! +1 it is possible to construct sequences of eigenvalues m(") which c o n verge to +1 and whose corresponding eigenfunctions do not converge strongly in L 2 ( ). In fact, they conve r g e t o 0 w eakly in L 2 ( ) (see 3], or 4] for a similar case). It is therefore interesting to consider suitable renormalizations of the set " and study their asymptotic behaviour. More exactly, our goal in the remainder part of this section is to characterize the renormalized limits of the spectrum lim "!0 " " where is a positive number. This situation is called a low frequency limit, while the classical convergence result (12) and the strong convergence of the corresponding eigenvectors gives a high frequency limit (It is also called macroscopic limit). 71 Let us rst consider the case of eigenvalues of the order of " ;2 ( = 2) that, as we will see, correspond to a critical size in the sense that the asymptotic behaviour of " 2 " is particular regarding the case 6 = 2. First of all, let us begin by pinpointing the de nition of this limit set: By lim "!0 " 2 " we mean the following set of cluster points: lim "!0 " 2 " = 2 R + 9 a subsequence, still denoted by " and 9 ( " v " ), solutions of (10), such that " 2 " ;! :
The main characterization result for this renormalized limit makes use of the Bloch spectrum, that we de ne in (7) using the Bloch w aves and the Bloch e i g e n values. To announce this result, we also need to de ne a so-called boundary layer spectrum boundary . Let us consider a sequence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors ( " v " ) solutions of (10) . If, for a subsequence still denoted by ", there exists a limit such that
for any subset ! with ! , then is said to belong to boundary . I n o t h e r w ords, the boundary layer spectrum is de ned by boundary = 2 R + j 9 ( " v " ) solutions of (10) satisfying (13) : (14) From a physical point of view, boundary corresponds to sequences of eigenvectors concentrating near the boundary of . Comparing its de nition with that of the macroscopic spectrum Bloch , w e see that boundary may depend on the choice of the sequence . Our main result (announced in 6], 7]) is Theorem 1.5. Theorem 1.6 is consistent with Weyl's asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues for the Laplacian. Indeed, if there were no periodic heterogeneities (i.e. if the coe cients a k`( y) w ere constant), then Weyl's result would imply that the renormalized limit of the spectrum is always the entire positive half line. The reader can nd a proof of Theorem 1.6 in the forthcoming paper 3].
With Theorem 1.5 we still have the important question of how t o c haracterize explicitly the boundary layer spectrum. Indeed, this de nition of boundary is not very enlightening, because it does not characterize this part of the limit of 2 as the spectrum of an operator associated with the boundary @ of . In particular, it is not clear whether boundary is empty or included in Bloch In Theorem 1.7. it is crucial that the sequence " takes all possible values near 0. For a general domain and a general sequence of periods ", w e do not know h o w t o c haracterize boundary . On the contrary, i f " is a discrete sequence and has a piecewise at boundary, we obtain a complete characterization of boundary which m a y not any longer ll the gaps of Bloch . The reader is referred to 3], where is considered the case where is a rectangle with integer dimensions and the sequence " is given exactly by " n = 1 =n n 2 N , which means that is always a union of entire periodic cells of size " n . 
Classical Homogenization Results
Our plan to prove Theorem 1.2 is as follows: in x2.1, we i n troduce Bloch w aves at "-scale and Bloch transforms and we analyze their behaviour as " ! 0. Though it is not strictly rigorous, it will be instructive to begin by considering the special case where = R N . The di erential equation A " u " = f in R N can be easily transformed to a set of algebraic equations for the Bloch transforms (see equation (17)). We s h o w next that the energy of u " contained in all Bloch modes except the rst one goes to zero (Proposition 2.2). Our next aim is to pass to the limit in the equation (17) corresponding to the rst Bloch m o d e . W e p r o ve that the rst Bloch transform tends to the usual Fourier transform (Proposition 2.3). Thus, we see that the Bloch w aves representing periodic medium tend to Fourier waves representing the homogenized medium.
As will be evident from the analysis below, the passage to the limit in equation (17) Since the Fourier transform of a function depending on x=" is a function of " , w e h a ve the relation = " . T h us, if we replace each derivative @=@x j , as is usual in Fourier analysis, by j which is equal to " ;1 j , w e see that we accumulate negative p o wers of ". In order to overcome this, we use Taylor expansion of 1 ( ). We know already that 1 In order to make the passage to the limit in (17) more rigorous, we m ust localize the equation A " u " = f in by means of a cut-o function, as demanded by Proposition 2.3. This reduces the problem in to another one in R N for which our foregoing arguments apply. The details are presented in x2.3.
Preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 1.2
The rst step is to consider the case = R N and express the equation A " u " = f in R N in an equivalent w ay in terms of the Bloch coe cients of u " and f. In order to do this, we 
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Our goal is to pass to the limit in this system. Our rst claim is that one can neglect all the equations corresponding to m 2. , w e see that the rst term is nothing but the Fourier transform of g " a n d s o i t c o n verges weakly toĝ( ) i n L 2 (R N ). The second term is bounded by
Here is where some regularity of the rst 
Identi cation of the homogenized coe cients
The aim of this paragraph is to give a di erent expression for the homogenized matrix (q k`) in terms of the rst Bloch e i g e n value 1 ( ). Let us recall the classical expression for (q k`) from 8]: 
where k is the unique solution (de ned up to an additive constant) of the following problem with periodic boundary conditions:
A k = @a k@ y`i n R N k Y -periodic 8k = 1 ::: N:
We t h e n h a ve Proposition 2.4. The origin is a critical point of the rst Bloch eigenvalue:
Further, the Hessien of 1 at = 0 is given by 1 2 @ 2 1 @ k @ `( 0) = q k`8 k `= 1 : : : N :
The derivatives of the rst Bloch mode can also be c alculated and they are as follows: 
Proof. Given the fact that ! 1 ( ) and ! 1 (y ) are smooth, it is straightforward to compute their derivatives at = 0. Indeed, it is enough to di erentiate the eigenvalue equation A( ) 1 ( ) = 1 ( ) 1 ( ) with respect to twice and evaluate at = 0. Since the computations are classical, we only present the essential steps. We obtain
We k n o w already that 1 (0) = 0 and by o u r c hoice 1 (y 0 ) =jY j ; 1 2 . I f w e use this information in the above relations and evaluate them at = 0 , w e get successively (21) , (23) and (22) .
Before taking up the rigorous proof of Theorem 1.2, we pass to the limit in relation (17) in a heuristic manner to see the homogenized equation obtained via Bloch-wave method. Let us take m = 1 in (17) and multiply both sides by " N=2 :
Expanding 1 (" ) b y T aylor's Formula around = 0, and using Proposition 2.4, we g e t 1 2
A simple passage to the limit yields 1 2
where, we recall, u is the L 2 -weak limit of u " . Thanks to (22) , the above equation is nothing but the homogenized equation in the Fourier space, i.e., it is just the Fourier transform of the usual homogenized equation. It can be noted that the passage to the limit here is more direct than in Tartar's method because no derivatives are involved in (24) . However, there is one aw in our argument o f l e t t i n g " ! 0 in (24) . Strictly speaking, we cannot apply Proposition 2.3 since u " need not have uniform compact support. A natural way t o o vercome this di culty is to use the cut-o function technique to localize the equation. This is what we carry out in the next paragraph.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
Let 2 D( ) be arbitrary. I f u " satis es A " u " = f in then its localization u " satis es A " ( u " ) = f + g " + h " in R N (27) where
Using the arguments outlined above leading to (26), we can pass to the limit in (27) : since u " is bounded in H 1 (R N ), we can neglect all the harmonics corresponding to m 2. The component corresponding to m = 1 yields at the limit 1 2
whereĝ " 1 ,ĥ " 1 are the rst Bloch transform of g " and h " respectively. The sequence f " k g is bounded in L 2 ( ), we can therefore extract a subsequence (still denoted by ") w h i c h i s weakly convergent i n L 2 ( ). Let k denote its limit as well as its extension by zero outside . Using this convergence and the de nition of g " we see that The proof of Proposition 2.3 shows that the second term in the right hand of (29) tends to zero if the sequence is bounded in L 2 (R N ). In fact, using the Taylor expansion of 1 (y ) at = 0 , w e see that the second term is equal to ;" On the other hand, the rst term of the right side of (29), after an integration by parts, becomes 
On the other hand, we can calculate A ( u ) directly:
A ( u ) = ;q k`@ A simple comparison between (31) and (32) 
Asymptotics of the wave equation spectrum
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.5. For a better organization of the exposition, we shall divide the proof into two main steps.
Bloch w ave homogenization
Studying a speci c spectral problem which arises in uid-solid interactions, G. Allaire and C. Conca recently introduced in 5] a new method of homogenization, the so-called Blochwave homogenization method (which i s a m e r g e o f t wo-scale convergence and Bloch-wave decomposition), which h a s b e e n v ery useful for tacking the asymptotic behaviour of the spectrum of periodic structures. By means of this Bloch-wave homogenization, we p r o ve i n this paragraph that 
Observe that passing from (10) to (34) leaves the eigenfunctions invariant a n d c hanges the eigenvalues " m into " m = 1 =(1 + " 2 " m ) and hence, " 1 i " " ;2 . To resolve (34) , it is a classical technique to introduce the so-called Green's operator S " 2 L(L 2 ( )) which is de ned as S " f = u " , w h e r e u " is the unique solution of " 2 A " u " + u " = f in u " 2 H 1 0 ( ): (35) The starting point in order to characterize 1 is to pass to the limit in (35) . Well now, it is an easy exercise in perturbation's theory to show t h a t u " converges weakly in L 2 ( ) to f. This implies that S " converges weakly to the identity operator, which i s a u s e l e s s result concerning its spectrum. This appeals to obtain a strong convergence for S " and the main idea in obtaining this is to extend the operator S " by e m bedding L 2 ( ) into a larger space of two-scale functions. Of course, the extension of S " must be done in such a w ay a s t o e s s e n tially maintain the same spectrum as S " . With this in mind, for any positive i n teger K 1, denoting by KY t h e c u b e 0 K ] N , w e de ne an extension operator S "
# (KY)). To insure that S " K is still self-adjoint, we ask P " K and E " K to be adjoint one from the other. To insure that S " and S " K have t h e s a m e spectrum, denoted bỹ " , w e ask the product P " K E " K to be equal to the identity i n L 2 ( ). Such conditions are satis ed by
where the family (Y " i ) 1 
where u " is the solution of (35) with right hand side f = P " K '. Using Lemma 3.3 one can show that u " two-scale converges \strongly" to the solution u K of (36), while the sequence P " K " two-scale converges \weakly" to . Then, passing to the limit in (37) yields 
We recognize in the operators T a simple transformation of the Green's operators associated with the Bloch spectral problems (3) or (5) . To conclude the proof of (33) , it su ces to remark that, as K goes to in nity, the discrete set of the Bloch frequencies j=K becomes dense in Y 0 (see 3] for more details).
Completeness of the Bloch spectrum
We n o w address the question of whether the Bloch spectrum is enough to completely characterize the limit set 1 . In other words, we seek for what we call a result of completeness. Well now, it turns out in this case that the Bloch spectrum is usually not enough to describe 1 because there is another source of limiting spectrum which is not taken into account in our analysis. This source corresponds to sequences of eigenvectors of (10) concentrating near the boundary @ of . They behave a s boundary layers in the sense that they converge strongly to zero inside the domain. It is therefore clear that the oscillations of these sequences of eigenvectors cannot be captured by a usual homogenization method, neither are they ltered in Bloch (39) where boundary is the so-called boundary layer spectrum, which is de ned in x1.2 (see (14) ). To prove (39), we consider any sequence ( " v " ) 2 R + H 1 0 ( ), solutions of the spectral problem (10) , such that (up to a subsequence) there exists a limit satisfying kv " k L 2 ( ) = 1and lim 
